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 It’s often said, the world is divided into two kinds of people. The world is 

divided into two camps: people who sit on the floor and those who sit on chairs.  1

It’s one of the basic cultural divides around the globe. According to a recent report, 

choosing one position over another “has far-reaching consequences.” And for those 

of us in cultures who sit on chairs, the consequences are far greater than things like 

social etiquette or the kind of furniture in our homes. Because eventually any 

culture that decides to sit on chairs has to face a challenge. Eventually we have to 

face the reality of human posture.   2

 You see, when it comes to our bodies, all of life is a balancing act. Standing 

up or lying down are great. We’re built to be “good at walking and running, and we 

are happy lying down…. [Physiologically] It is the in-between position that is the 

problem.”  “Every chair represents a struggle to resolve the conflict between 3

[competing forces]: gravity and the human anatomy.”  The trouble is that most of 4

us spend our lives neither standing up nor lying down. Most of us spend our lives 

sitting on chairs - somewhere in-between. Most of us spend our lives in a posture 

that our bodies were never designed to use. And it’s those in-between positions that 

create the biggest problems. 

 Each of today’s readings suggest something similar about our spiritual lives. 
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In each of our readings we find, it’s the in-between positions that create spiritual 

problems. From Deuteronomy:  I have set before you today life and death, 

blessings and curses. Choose life so that you and your descendants may live, (Deut 

30:19). The invitation for God’s people is there from the beginning: life & death, 

blessings & curse. And we find in the spiritual life, no less than our physical lives:  

It’s the in-between positions that create the biggest problems. So today, in the 

closing pages of Deuteronomy - this capstone document of Israel’s national life - 

the prophet Moses says, choose life so that you will live!  

 The problem is that the people of God spend most of their lives in a different 

posture; they choose a different spiritual position. They choose a posture 

somewhere in-between. Eventually they end up following not just the God who 

brought them out of Egypt, but also some local gods to add some flavor. And the 

rest of their story is an endless struggle; subjecting their souls & bodies to all kinds 

of uncomfortable spiritual postures they were never designed to use.  

 The story of God’s people has always been about our tendency to choose 

awkward or unhealthy postures somewhere in-between God’s offer of life or death. 

And all those other spiritual postures usually have something to do with satisfying 

our desires or securing our sense of protection & well-being. But no less than our 

physical posture, any spiritual posture we choose is going to have consequences 

beyond social etiquette or the furniture we use in worship. Eventually we all have 

to face the reality of God’s love & God’s truth. In our spiritual lives no less than 
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our physical lives: It’s the in-between positions that create our biggest problems. 

 Here’s how it works. In Scripture, from the book of Genesis to Revelation, 

here’s how we end up in all kinds of awkward spiritual postures. It always begins 

by creating some distance between ourselves and the God of our faith. It begins by 

filling that distance with something that isn’t God. It’s the story of Adam & Eve all 

over again. That primal story of separating ourselves from God gets repeated in the 

pages of Scripture time & again; & it gets repeated in the reality of our lives.  

 Human history has always included the sad tale of distancing ourselves from 

God, and then filling that distance with something that isn’t God. We’re always 

convinced that one little bite of some tasty little fruit couldn’t possibly create 

distance in our relationship with God. Why wouldn’t God want us to have 

something that looks so good? How could it possibly create distance in our 

relationship with God? But the story we find in Scripture, time & again, is that any 

of our in-between positions in the spiritual life, always create distance with the 

God of our faith.  

 And so, instead of inviting us to create distance; instead of inviting us to 

adopt a spiritual posture somewhere in-between God’s offer of life & death - the 

Bible relentlessly confronts us with the language of love & hate. That’s how the 

authors of Scripture pull us back from the age-old tendency to separate ourselves 

from the God of our faith. Scripture snaps us back to reality by using the language 

of love & hate. Because that language doesn’t leave any space in-between. That 
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language is utterly direct & deeply relational. According to Scripture there’s 

nothing outside of our relationship with God, and there’s no space “in-between” us 

& God. We find that message in each of our readings today.  

 In Deuteronomy Moses even defines the term “love” for us. He defines our 

love of God not as a feeling, but as a verb. It’s active. He says loving the Lord your 

God means “walking in his ways, observing his commandments, decrees & 

ordinances” (Deut. 30.16). He says, do this! And you will live. In Deuteronomy 

loving God is about observing God's ways. And that theme gets picked up in the 

rest of our readings too. In our Psalm, the very first Psalm at the front of the entire 

collection, loving God is about delighting in God's instruction; about meditating on 

the beauty & richness of God’s truth. It’s the kind of love that creates a posture of 

flourishing & stability; like the roots of a tree by streams of water.  

 And then Philemon. In this explosive little letter to Philemon, Paul says love 

is about our partnership with God. It’s about recognizing all the good that we can 

accomplish together for the sake of Christ (Phil. 1:6). And the brilliant thing about 

this letter is that the entire time Paul is inviting Philemon into a loving partnership 

without coercion - the entire time Paul is a prisoner who’s writing to a slaveholder. 

The brilliant thing is that Paul (the prisoner) avoids ever commanding Philemon 

(the slaveholder) to do anything against his will. He simply describes how 

beautiful it would be to embrace a thieving slave like his own family.  

 Do you see the beauty of Paul’s posture? Do you see how he’s rooted & 
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grounded in the stability of God’s love? Do you see how he’s standing up for God’s 

truth, and at the same time laying down his life for God’s love? He effectively tells 

the slaveholder, “Let him go. Do this, and you will live!” Because laying down 

your rights in a posture of sacrificial love is exactly what the people of God are 

designed to do. Laying down our rights in love is one of the basic spiritual postures 

that we’re built for. Embracing a runaway slave like his own family, is one of the 

most powerful postures a slaveholder can choose to reveal God’s love for the world 

 Once we understand that; once we understand the language & the imagery of 

love & hate in the pages of Scripture, then we’re ready for the Gospel and the 

words of Jesus. Because Jesus is plugging into the same language & imagery. Jesus 

is inviting his followers to choose life or death, blessing or curse. He says, choose 

life so that you will live! But here’s the difference. Unlike all the prophets, Jesus 

uses that language about himself. He isn’t just talking about the importance of 

following God’s ways. Jesus is talking about the importance of following him.  

 For the first time in Israel’s history all the prophetic language about loving 

God or hating God takes on human flesh in the person of Jesus. Jesus picks up the 

prophetic tradition & he applies it to himself. “Whoever comes to me and does not 

hate father and mother, wife and children, brothers and sisters, yes, and even life 

itself, cannot be my disciple,” (Luke 14:26). In this passage, like all the great 

prophets, love & hate are about actions, not feelings. Hate isn’t about evil feelings. 

Hating family & even life itself is simply about putting God’s wishes ahead of 
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anyone else wishes for pleasure, security, or well-being.  

 As far as Jesus is concerned, there’s no distance or in-between space 

between us & him. As far as Jesus is concerned, the in-between position is like 

trying to build a tower without figuring out if you can finish the job. It’s like 

sending soldiers into battle before you know what they're facing. It’s like following 

Jesus without noticing where he’s going.  

 In today’s Gospel Jesus is going to Jerusalem; he’s going to his death. So in 

the middle of a death-march it would have been cruel to pretend that anyone might 

follow with a posture of indifference, or somewhere in-between. Because he’s on a 

death march. They could choose to follow or not, but with Jesus there’s really no 

in-between. He’s always on a mission of loving sacrifice. And he’s still on that 

mission today. For the followers of Jesus today there’s still no in-between. Not 

because Jesus is an ego maniac. It’s because, just like the Gospels, he’ss still 

marching into the middle of this world’s difficulty & sorrow, conflict & pain. He 

still keeps going into the world’s darkest places to stand up for God’s love & to 

sacrifice himself for God’s love. He invites us to follow, on a mission of love & 

sacrifice. And there’s really no in-between.  

 When it comes to following Jesus, whatever posture we choose has 

consequences for the shape of our lives. The trouble is that it’s so easy to spend our 

lives neither standing up for God’s love nor sacrificing ourselves for God’s love. 

It’s so easy to create distance in our relationship with Jesus, choosing a posture 
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that’s somewhere in-between. But it’s always those in-between position that create 

the biggest problem for our souls & bodies. Today Jesus invites us to follow. He 

invites us to stand up for God’s love and to sacrifice ourselves for God’s love. He 

says, do it, so that you can truly live. Amen.


